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Supplementary Analysis of Micro-Huddling
To explore the relationship between pup flow and the exchange of pups between micro-huddle states further, we sought to define a baseline aggregation level, against which huddling at different ambient temperatures could be compared. To this end we first note that a group of N pups may be grouped in many different ways. For example, we might observe N = 8 pups grouped in three subgroups comprising 4, 3, and 1 contacting pups, or in four subgroups comprising 4, 2, 1, and 1 pups, or in four subgroups For eight pups randomly forming new aggregons at a constant rate, the average number of subgroups is therefore the expected value of p(H), which is Comparing the average number of subgroups with the theoretical baseline E(H) may therefore be a useful way of relating pup flow to aggregation levels, and for comparing experimental data with the group behaviour predicted by the model. For further discussion of the validity of this combinatorial approach see [4, 5] . Figure 1 . Python code for computing the integer partition of N . Prints the unique aggregon sequences and returns the probability mass distribution p(H) and the expected value E(H) for a given huddle size N .
